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Abstract
The numerical simulation of wake and free-surface flow around ships is a complex topic that
involves multiple tasks: the generation of an optimal computational grid and the development
of numerical algorithms capable to predict the flow field around a hull. In this work, a
numerical framework is developed aimed at high-resolution CFD simulations of turbulent,
free-surface flows around ship hulls. The framework consists in the concatenation of “tools”
in the open-source finite volume library OpenFOAM®. A novel, flexible mesh-generation
algorithm is presented, capable of producing high-quality computational grids for free-surface
ship hydrodynamics. The numerical framework is used to solve some benchmark problems,
providing results that are in excellent agreement with the experimental measures.
Key words: ship hydrodynamics; high-resolution simulation; grid generation; free-surface;
turbulence; OpenFOAM®
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Riassunto
L’analisi numerica del campo di scia e della formazione ondosa di un’imbarcazione è un
argomento complesso che comprende molteplici aspetti quali la generazione di una griglia
di calcolo ottimale e lo sviluppo di algoritmi numerici in grado di descrivere il flusso attorno
ad una carena. In questo lavoro è stato sviluppata una procedura numerica finalizzata alla
simulazione ad alta risoluzione del flusso turbolento in presenza di superficie libera prodotto
da una carena in acqua tranquilla. La procedura numerica consiste nella concatenazione
di alcuni strumenti nella libreria a volumi finiti OpenFOAM®. Verrà presentato un nuovo
algoritmo per la generazione di mesh capace di produrre griglie di calcolo ottimali per il
calcolo del comportamento idrodinamico di un’imbarcazione in presenza di superficie libera
in acqua tranquilla. La procedura numerica è stata impiegata per simulare dei benchmarks
fornendo dei risultati numerici in eccellente accordo con le misure sperimentali.
Parole chiave: Analisi idrodinamica di un’imbarcazione, simulazione ad alta risoluzione,
generazione di griglia, superficie libera, turbolenza, OpenFOAM®
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1 Introduction
Today, numerical simulations are indispensable in industrial production. Many industries use
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to predict fluid-dynamic forces on products during
the design phase. Numerical investigations dramatically reduce the cost of designing new
products for which fluid dynamics is a large part of the value-added. In the ship building
industry, a new concept design is traditionally developed with the help of an exhaustive
campaign of measurements in a towing tank. In the last decades, the computational tools have
been gaining a general consensus also among the shipyards to optimize the hull form in the
early design stage and/or plan the towing tank sessions, mainly due to the growing available
computer power and reliability of commercial CFD codes. Nowadays, the high cost of the
software is one, among others, of the main drawbacks that more affects a widespread use of
this theoretical approach to the hydrodynamic design of the hull-propeller system. Recently,
Open Source CFD software packages are becoming popular among universities and industries
meanly because of the absence of a license cost and the possibility to customize the software
for the user needs. The main aim of this dissertation is to develop and validate a numerical
library implemented in the Open Source package OpenFOAM® to solve the fundamental
problem of ship resistance in calm water.
1.1 Literature review
The accurate numerical simulation of the free-surface flow around ship hulls requires two
fundamental tasks: the generation of an optimal computational grid fitted around the hull
and the free-surface; the development and use of numerical algorithms capable of accurately
resolving the flow field around the hull. While these requisites have been available for the
last decade in most commercial solvers, development of appropriate meshing and simula-
tion methods in freely available CFD packages such as OpenFOAM® (Weller et al., 1998) is
still ongoing. Paterson et al. (2009) carry out free-surface simulations of a Wigley hull and a
DTMB naval combatant using the OpenFOAM® solver interFoam (Rusche, 2002; Berberovic´
et al., 2009) capable of simulating free-surface flows by a volume-of-fluid (VOF) approach
(Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Brackbill et al., 1992). The hexahedral grids used by Paterson et al.
1
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(2009) are generated using the commercial grid generator Pointwise® . Although the wave
field is accurately reproduced, the authors claim that the computational efficiency must be
significantly improved for practical calculations. Kim et al. (2010) develop and validate a
ship hydrodynamic CFD library implemented in OpenFOAM®. The OpenFOAM® library is
substantially modified to a) upgrade the original turbulence models, b) add new high-order
interface-capturing methods and c) add a new free-surface transient solver based on an it-
erative implicit solution algorithm. The computational grids are built by using either the
OpenFOAM® hexahedral-dominant grid generator snappyHexMesh or the hybrid unstruc-
tured grid generator SolidMesh for double-model simulations, while the commercial package
GridPro® is preferred for the free surface simulations as it provides high-quality hexahedral
grids. The authors claim that "the multiphase RANS approach based on the volume-of-fluid
method, when used on meshes with adequate resolution and accurate 2nd-order numeric’s,
can predict most of the salient features of turbulent free-surface flows around surface ships
with a remarkably good accuracy”. Lombardi and Quarteroni (2012) develop and validate an
OpenFOAM®-based CFD framework aimed at the prediction of sailing-yacht performance,
where the hull hydrodynamics can be simulated in fixed as well in free trim and sink con-
ditions. To this end, Lombardi and Quarteroni (2012) integrate a level-set formulation in
the OpenFOAM® library as an alternative to the VOF algorithm used for interface-capturing
in free-surface simulations. The results of numerical simulations are compared to experi-
mental and reference data obtained with the OpenFOAM® library and the commercial CFD
package Ansys CFX®. Computational grids were generated with Ansys ICEM CFD® and
snappyHexMesh. According to the author, Ansys CFX® provides more accurate simulations at
high Froude number while OpenFOAM® yields more accurate results at low Froude numbers.
Lombardi and Quarteroni (2012) also point out that snappyHexMesh allows for localized grid
refinement which can result in bad-quality or even invalid elements. Park et al. (2013) develop
a wall-function library in OpenFOAM® aimed at improving the accuracy of the ship wake-field
prediction in double-model conditions. Simulations are carried out for the KRISO Container
Ship (KCS). The computational grid is produced by the commercial grid generator Gridgen®.
The obtained simulation results are compared with those obtained with the commercial CFD
solver Fluent®. OpenFOAM® shows nearly the same results as Fluent® proving to be an
alternative to commercial CFD codes for the prediction of ship resistance performance. Lee
(2013) compares results obtained for the free-surface flow around the KCS container ship
using the commercial packages Fluent® and Star-CCM+® and those obtained with the Open-
FOAM® solver LTSInterFoam. Computational grids are either unstructured produced by
Star-CCM+® or block-structured hexahedral generated by the commercial grid generator
Pointwise® . The numerical results obtained with the OpenFOAM® solver are in excellent
agreement with the experimental data and the solver is deemed to be fast enough to be used in
a production environment. In the past, most efforts have been devoted at improving the solu-
tion algorithms. While the OpenFOAM® libraries produce accurate results on computational
grids capable of resolving all features of free-surface flow around ship hulls, the standard
OpenFOAM® tools (such as snappyHexMesh) still fail to deliver the grid quality required for
this kind of flow and this goal is often accomplished by commercial packages which still
2
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involve a fair amount of manual input.
1.2 Present contributions
The most significant reported contributions regard both the development of innovative mesh-
generation algorithms and the enrichment of the OpenFOAM® library with additional tur-
bulence models and interface-capturing algorithms, better suited to simulate the complex
flow features of ship hydrodynamics. The implementation of an innovative algorithm in
OpenFOAM® is described, for which a high-quality grid with 100% prism-layer coverage is
obtained. With additional improvements of the numerical methods used in the standard
OpenFOAM® libraries, a very good agreement with experimental data can be achieved.
1.3 Dissertation outline
This PhD dissertation is divided in four chapters.
The equations governing the fluid flow and the numerical schemes used in this work are intro-
duced in chapter 2. The incompressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
as well as the adopted turbulence model formulations are reviewed. The basic principles of
the discretization of partial differential equations using the Finite Volume method are then
introduced and finally applied to the discretization of a simple advection transport equation
to illustrate the method.
Chapter 3 outlines the most innovative part of this work and concentrates on the description of
a novel, flexible mesh-generation algorithm capable of producing high-quality computational
grids for free-surface ship hydrodynamics.
The numerical models usually adopted to describe free-surface phenomena in CFD are pre-
sented in chapter 4. The proposed Volume of Fluid (VOF) and the Level-set (LS) algorithms
are described and tested on classical literature benchmark cases (the "Droplet deformation
due to a vortex velocity field" and the "Zalesak’s disk").
The proposed numerical framework is used to solve benchmark problems in chapter 5 as the
KRISO Very Large Crude-oil Carrier 2 (KVLCC2) hull under double-body flow assumptions
and the David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB) 5512 hull in calm water under fixed sink and trim
conditions.
3

2 Numerical method
In this chapter we introduce the equations governing the fluid flow and the numerical method
adopted to discretize and solve the equations.
2.1 Continuum mechanics equations
The Navier-Stokes equations govern the flow of an isothermal fluid. They are defined in a
domainΩ× [0,T ] whereΩ is the computational domain occupied by the fluid, while [0,T ] is
the time interval in which the problem is studied (Anderson Jr., 1995):
∂ρ
∂t
+∇· (ρU)= 0 in Ω× [0,T ] (2.1)
∂ρU
∂t
+∇· (ρUU)=∇·R(U, p)+ρb in Ω× [0,T ] (2.2)
where
R
(
U, p
)=µ(∇U+∇UT )−(p+ 2
3
µ∇·U
)
I (2.3)
and U is the velocity field, p the pressure, ρ the density, µ the dynamic viscosity coefficient and
b represents the body forces per unit mass. R is the stress tensor representation for Newtonian
fluids. Eq. (2.1) is the mass conservation (continuity) equation and Eq. (2.2) represents the
momentum conservation equation. In case of incompressible fluids, this set of equations
reduces to:
∇· (U)= 0 in Ω× [0,T ] (2.4)
∂U
∂t
+∇· (UU)= 1
ρ
∇·R(U, p)+b in Ω× [0,T ] (2.5)
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2.1.1 Turbulence modeling
Given that ship hydrodynamics problems are typically characterized by high Reynolds num-
bers in the 107−109 order of magnitude, the flow regime is fully turbulent around a large
portion of the hull body. A turbulent flow is by definition a flow regime characterized by
chaotic property changes including low momentum diffusion, high momentum advection,
and rapid variation of pressure and velocity in space and time. Turbulence modeling plays an
important role to correctly estimate the forces acting on a ship. Various turbulence models
have been proposed over the years, but since none of them is capable of capturing all the
complex features of turbulent flows, a CFD engineer has to be aware about capabilities and
limits of a turbulence model when using it in a problem simulation. Turbulence models can
be classified by decreasing complexity (and therefore computational effort), as (Blazek, 2005;
Ferziger and Peric´, 2002):
• Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) in which the Navier-Stokes equations are solved
over the whole range of turbulent scales. This approach is applicable only to relatively
simple flow problems at low Reynolds numbers in the order of 104−105.
• Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) in which the governing equations are solved for the largest
scales of motions, while the small scales of motion are approximated or modeled. It
is generally regarded as a compromise between the direct numerical simulation and
the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes approach. Although the LES approach is way less
expensive than the DNS approach, it is still considered too expensive for practical ship
hydrodynamics problems.
• Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) in which velocity and pressure are decom-
posed in an averaged and a fluctuating part and the Navier-Stokes equations are solved
only for the averaged quantities. These equations do not form a closed set but require the
solution of additional turbulence closure equations to model the effect of the fluctuating
part.
In this study we use the RANS approach since it is still nowadays the most common method
adopted to solve ship hydrodynamics problems (Park et al., 2013; Zha et al., 2014; Carrica et al.,
2006). In the following we derive the RANS equations and the turbulence models adopted in
this study.
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2.1. Continuum mechanics equations
2.1.1.1 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
Let us consider the governing equations in differential form:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
(
ρui
)
∂xi
= 0 (2.6)
∂
(
ρui
)
∂t
+ ∂
(
ρui u j
)
∂x j
=− ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂τi j
∂x j
+bi (2.7)
where Einstein summation convention over repeated indexes is used. The viscous stress tensor
component τi j denotes a stress acting on a plane perpendicular to the i -axis in the j -axis
direction. The tensor diagonal components represent the normal stresses and the off-diagonal
components the shear stresses. Using the Stokes’ hypothesis1 for Newtonian fluids2, the
components τi j of the viscous stress tensor τ are defined by:
τi j = 2µSi j +λ∂uk
∂xk
δi j = 2µSi j − 2
3
µ
∂uk
∂xk
δi j (2.8)
where Si j is the strain-rate tensor:
Si j = 1
2
(
∂ui
∂x j
+ ∂u j
∂xi
)
(2.9)
and δi j is the Kronecker delta. It is worth mentioning that for impressible flow the second
term in Eq. (2.8):
−2
3
µ
∂uk
∂xk
δi j = 0 (2.10)
in virtue of the continuity equation. As introduced in Section 2.1.1, in the RANS approach the
pressure and velocity flow variables are decomposed in a mean and a fluctuating part:
ui = ui +u
′
i (2.11)
p = p+p ′ (2.12)
1Stokes states the second viscosity coefficient λ and the dynamic viscosity µ are related by λ+ 23µ= 0
2A Newtonian fluid is that for which the stress tensor is assumed to be linearly related to the rate of strain
tensor
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The governing equations are solved for the mean values. The time-averaged continuity and
momentum equations assume the form:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
(
ui
)
∂xi
= 0 (2.13)
ρ
∂ui
∂t
+ρu j ∂ui
∂x j
=− ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂
∂x j
(
τi j −ρu ′i u
′
j
)
+bi (2.14)
These equations are known as the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). The
term −ρu ′i u
′
j in Eq. (2.14) is the Reynolds-stress tensor:
τRi j =−ρu
′
i u
′
j =−ρ
(
ui u j −ui u j
)
(2.15)
Boussinesq (Boussinesq, 1877) observed that the momentum transfer in a turbulent flow
is dominated by the mixing caused by large, energetic turbulent eddies. According to the
Boussinesq assumption the turbulent shear stress depends linearly on the mean rate-of-strain
tensor
τRi j =−ρu
′
i u
′
j = 2µT Si j −
2
3
ρkδi j (2.16)
where Si j is the Reynolds-averaged strain rate tensor (Eq. (2.9)), k the turbulent kinetic energy:
k = 1
2
u
′
i u
′
i (2.17)
and the proportionality factor µT is the eddy viscosity. Unlike the molecular viscosity µ, the
eddy viscosity µT is not a fluid property but a function of the local flow conditions. The term
−2
3
ρkδi j (2.18)
in Eq. (2.16) is usually absorbed into the pressure-gradient term by defining a conventional
pressure p∗ as (Celik, 1999):
p∗ = p+ 2
3
k (2.19)
Applying the Boussinesq assumption, the stress tensor τi j in the RANS equations for incom-
pressible flows is replaced by:
τi j = 2
(
µ+µT
)
Si j (2.20)
Several turbulence models, as the widely used k−² and k−ω turbulence models, are based
on the Boussinesq assumption. They are expected to yield inaccurate results for:
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• flows with a sudden change of mean strain rate
• flows with significant streamline curvature
• flows in rotating fluids
• flows in ducts with secondary motions
• flows with boundary layer separation and reattachment
• three-dimensional flows
• in all situations where turbulence is expected to be highly anisotropic
Additional correction terms in the turbulence model equations or non-linear eddy viscosity
models can be used to alleviate these limits.
2.1.1.2 kOmega1988 turbulence model
The k−ω turbulence model was introduced by Wilcox in 1988 (Wilcox, 1988a,b) to solve the
incapability of the standard k−² model to accurately predict the flow near a solid boundary.
Wilcox k−ω introduces a new formulation for the eddy viscosity µt in terms of the velocity
scale σ=pk and a new length scale l =pk/ω, where ω is the turbulence frequency, ω= ²/k,
providing the following formulation for the the eddy viscosity:
µt = ρk
ω
(2.21)
The transport equations for k and ω valid for High Reynolds turbulent flows are formulated as
follows:
∂
(
ρk
)
∂t
+ ∂
(
ρu j k
)
∂x j
= P −β∗ρωk+ ∂
∂x j
[(
µ+σk
ρk
ω
)
∂k
∂x j
]
(2.22)
∂
(
ρω
)
∂t
+ ∂
(
ρu jω
)
∂x j
= γω
k
P −βρω2+ ∂
∂x j
[(
µ+σωρk
ω
)
∂ω
∂x j
]
(2.23)
where the rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy P is expressed by:
P = τRi j
∂ui
∂x j
(2.24)
and the Reynolds stresses τRi j are computed using Eq. (2.16).
In Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) the first term on the left-hand side represents the rate of change of k or
ω, the second the transport by convection. On the right-hand side, the first term represents the
rate of production of k or ω, the second the rate of dissipation and the third one the transport
9
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by turbulent diffusion. The model constants are as follows:
σk = 0.5, σω = 0.5, β∗ = 0.09, β=
3
40
, γ= 5
9
Regarding the model boundary conditions, the value of the turbulent kinetic energy k at solid
walls is set to zero while for the frequency ω there are various boundary conditions available
in the literature, including both smooth -and rough- wall formulations. For smooth wall, the
near-wall grid point ω is set to a hyperbolic variation ωP = 6νw all /
(
βy2P
)
, where yP is the
distance of the first computational node from the wall, while νw all denotes the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid in proximity of the wall. At the inlet boundaries the values for k and ω
have to be specified, while at the outlet the zero gradient condition is generally applied. In the
free stream regions ω→ 0 and k → 0. According to its definition, Eq. (2.21), the eddy viscosity
µt is indeterminate or infinite for ω→ 0, therefore a non-zero value for ω has to be specified.
Menter (Menter, 1992) shows that the Wilcox k −ω turbulence model is dependent on the
specified free-stream ω making this constrain an unwanted feature in external aerodynamics
simulations.
2.1.1.3 kOmega1998 turbulence model
Wilcox (1998) introduces an improvement of the standard k−ω model, in particular for free-
shear flows and for even more complicated separated flows. In the revised model, closure
coefficients which were previously constant have become function of the flow variables by
means of the following additional terms:
χω =
∣∣∣∣∣Ωi jΩ j k Ski(β∗0ω)3
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.25)
χk =
1
ω3
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
(2.26)
whereΩi j is the mean-rotation tensor defined by:
Ωi j = 1
2
(
∂ui
∂x j
− ∂u j
∂xi
)
(2.27)
The parameters of the model transport equations (Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23)) are computed using
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the relations:
β∗ =β∗0 fβ∗ (2.28)
β=β0 fβ (2.29)
fβ =
1+70χω
1+80χω
(2.30)
fβ∗ =

1 for χk ≤ 0,
1+689χ2k
1+400χ2k
for χk > 0
(2.31)
The term χk (Eq. (2.26)) acting in the closure in equation for k is a dimensionless version
of cross-diffusion term. The main role of the cross-diffusion term χk is to increase ω which
in turn makes the dissipation term β∗ρωk in the k equation larger. χk doesn’t influence
boundary-layer flows because ω is generally very large close to a solid boundary but it as-
sumes a larger value for free shear flows which results in a reduction of predicted spreading
rates. This is important because the cross-diffusion term definition is such that the Wilcox
k−ω1988 formulation is recovered in the viscous sublayer where the original model performs
already very nicely, while at the same time it increases the dissipation in free shear flows
where the previous model version yields overestimated spreading rates. The closure in the
ω equation is a function of the vortex-stretching parameter χω (Eq. (2.25)), equal to zero for
two-dimensional flows. χω is a generalized form of the "Pope correction" modification which
has the function of reducing the dissipation term in the ω equation for round and radial jets
to resolve the round-jet/plane-jet anomaly3. It has to be noted that the vortex-stretching
parameter has very small effects on boundary-layers flows because ω assumes larger values
close to a solid boundary which, in turns, makes χω small. Both closures have been calibrated
to provide spreading rates consistent with measurements for plane wake, mixing layer, plane
jet, round jet and radial jet. Wilcox also updates the model constants as follows:
σk = 0.5, σω = 0.5, β∗0 = 0.09, γ=
13
25
, β0 = 9
125
2.1.1.4 kOmegaSST turbulence model
The k−ωSST (Shear Stress Transport) model (Menter and Esch, 2001; Menter et al., 2003) is
a combination of the k−² (Chien, 1982) and k−ω (Wilcox, 1988a) models with the help of a
blending function F1. It takes advantage of the key features of both models. The Wilcox k−ω
3Many two-equations turbulence models predict that the round jet spreads more rapidly than the plane jet,
while measurements indicate the opposite trend (Wilcox, 1998).
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turbulence model is thus activated in the near wall region while the k−² model is employed
for the rest of the flow. In this way it is avoided the well know k −ω sensitivity to the inlet
free-stream turbulence definition problem. The k −ωSST also introduces a limiter in the
eddy viscosity definition. This modification makes the k−ωSST model perform admirably
in adverse pressure gradients and separating flow regions. The formulation of the k−ωSST
model is as follows:
∂ρk
∂t
+ ∂ρu j k
∂x j
= P˜k −β∗ρωk+
∂
∂x j
(
Γk
∂k
∂x j
)
(2.32)
∂ρω
∂t
+ ∂ρu jω
∂x j
= γ
νt
Pk −βρω2+
∂
∂x j
(
Γω
∂ω
∂x j
)
+ (1−F1)2ρσω2 1
ω
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
(2.33)
with
Γk =µ+
µt
σk
, Γω =µ+ µt
σω
, Pk = τRi j
∂ui
∂x j
, P˜k =min
(
Pk ;10β
∗ω
)
µt = ρ a1k
max(a1ω;SF2)
, S =
√
2Si j Si j
Each of the model constant (β,γ,σω,σk ) is evaluated using the blending function:
φ= F1φ1+ (1−F1)φ2 (2.34)
where φ1 and φ2 stand for the coefficients of the k−ω and the k−² model, respectively:
σk1 = 1.176, σω1 = 2.000, κ= 0.41, γ1 = 0.5532, β1 = 0.0750, a1 = 10
σk1 = 1.000, σω2 = 1.168, κ= 0.41, γ2 = 0.4403, β2 = 0.0828, β∗ = 0.09
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and F1 is the blending function computed using the following relations:
F1 = tanh
(
ar g 41
)
(2.35)
ar g1 =min
(
max
( p
k
β∗ωyP
;
500ν
y2Pω
)
;
4ρσω2k
C Dkωy2P
)
(2.36)
C Dkω =max
(
2ρσω2
1
ω
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
;1.0e−10
)
(2.37)
F2 = tanh
(
ar g 22
)
(2.38)
ar g2 =max
(
2
p
k
β∗ωyP
;
500ν
y2Pω
)
(2.39)
The boundary conditions recommended in the original reference are:
U∞
L
<ω f ar f i eld < 10
U∞
L
10−5U 2∞
ReL
< k f ar f i el d <
0.1U 2∞
ReL
ωw all = 10
6ν
β1 y2P
kw all = 0
(2.40)
where L is the domain length and yP the distance of the first computational node from the
wall.
2.1.2 Boundary conditions
As the system of partial differential equations given in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) is defined in
a closed domain ∂Ω, a suitable set of boundary conditions has to be defined to get a well-
defined problem. Regarding the boundary conditions for the velocity field, the boundary ∂Ω
is subdivided in this study in four regions (Parolini and Quarteroni, 2004):
• wall: This region represents the hull surface where the no-slip boundary condition
Uw all = 0 ∀t ∈]0,T ] is applied to the velocity field.
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• inflow: The velocity at the domain inlet ∂Ωi n is generally a know quantity: a Dirichlet
boundary condition U∂Ωi n =Ui n ∀t ∈]0,T ] is imposed on this region
• outflow: The velocity field at the domain outflow is generally a problem unknown. A
zero stress boundary condition R
(
U, p
) ·n= 0 is imposed at ∂Ωout ∀t ∈]0,T ]
• symmetry: The ships simulated in this study are symmetric bodies, therefore only half
domain is simulated with symmetry condition imposed at the ∂Ωs ymm . This condition
is equivalent to set the fluid velocity component normal to the plane equal to zero
Un = 0 as well as the gradient of the tangential component in the normal direction
∇ (U− (U ·n)n) ·n= 0 ∀t ∈]0,T ]. It has to be noted that this approximation is generally
acceptable when the interest is on the steady state but it represents a non-negligible
constraint when simulating real non-stationary flows due to the three-dimensional
character of the turbulent flow.
2.2 Numerical method
All the algorithms and methods developed in this study are implemented in the open source
library OpenFOAM® (Jasak, 1996; Weller et al., 1998). OpenFOAM® is a CFD multi-disciplinary
numerical framework aimed at the simulation of physical problems represented by a suitable
mathematical model using the Finite Volume (FV) method (Ferziger and Peric´, 2002; Versteeg
and Malalasekera, 2007). In the following we will provide a brief overview of the discretization
of a transport equation in order to illustrate the finite volume method with an insight on some
of the numerical schemes used in this study.
2.2.1 Equation discretization
The discretization of a differential transport equation with a source term is presented in this
section to illustrate the principle of work of the Finite Volume method. Starting from the
transport equation in differential form:
∂φ
∂t︸︷︷︸
Temporal term
+ ∇· (Uφ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Advective term
= Sφ︸︷︷︸
Source term
(2.41)
the equation is integrated in the volumeΩ and in the time interval ∆t giving the integral form:
∫ t+∆t
t
[∫
Ω
∂φ
∂t
+∇· (Uφ)dΩ−∫
Ω
SφdΩ
]
dt = 0 (2.42)
which reduces to:∫ t+∆t
t
[∫
Ω
∂φ
∂t
dΩ+
∫
∂Ω
φnd∂Ω−
∫
Ω
SφdΩ
]
dt = 0 (2.43)
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U D f A
x
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φU
φD
φ f
φA
flow
Figure 2.1: One dimension node and face distribution.
applying the Gauss divergence theorem to the advective term. Finally, Eq. (2.43) can be
approximated by the discrete form:
VP
φn −φ0
∆t
+∑
f
φ f U f S= SφVP (2.44)
where VP is the cell P volume, S represents the generic cell face area normal vector, the indexes
n and 0 mark variables at new and old time step state, while the suffix f indicates a variable
has to be computed on the cell face by means of a suitable interpolation scheme of the cell
center values. The discrete advection and source terms in Eq. (2.44) have to be interpreted as
suitable mean values in [t , t +∆t ].
2.2.2 Spatial discretization
2.2.2.1 Convection term
The accuracy, numerical stability and boundedness of the solution depend on the numerical
scheme used to discretize the convection term. The convection schemes determine how
the face value φ f is calculated starting from the cell-centre values φ of neighbouring cells,
depending on the scheme. Considering the variation of the convected variable φ in the one-
dimensional domain represented in Fig. 2.1, where the control volume D is the donor cell, U
the upstream cell and A the acceptor cell, the normalized variable φ˜ is defined as follows (Jasak
et al., 1999):
φ˜= φ−φU
φA−φU
(2.45)
The numerical schemes that make use only of the nodal point values φU , φD and φA to
compute the face value φ f can be written in the form:
φ˜ f =F
(
φ˜D
)
(2.46)
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where
φ˜ f =
φ f −φU
φA−φU
φ˜D = φD −φU
φA−φU
(2.47)
The variable φD (and therefore φ f ) should satisfy the inequality criteria:
φU ≤φD ≤φA (2.48)
or
φU ≥φD ≥φA (2.49)
for every point in the domain in order to avoid unphysical solution oscillations. If these
inequalities hold, the Convective Boundedness Criterion (CBC) (Leonard, 1988) forφD is given
as:
0≤ φ˜D ≤ 1 (2.50)
because
φ˜D = 0⇒φD =φU
φ˜D = 1⇒φD =φA
(2.51)
Gaskell and Lau (1988) showed that the boundedness criterion for convection differencing
schemes can be stated as follows:
φ˜ f =F
(
φ˜D
)= φ˜D for φ˜D ≤ 0
φ˜ f =F
(
φ˜D
)= φ˜D for φ˜D ≥ 1
φ˜D ≤ φ˜ f ≤ 1 for 0< φ˜D < 1
(2.52)
and represented as the shaded area in the Normalized Variable Diagram illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
In the following we will revise the formulation for some classical convective schemes and
the high resolution schemes CICSAM and HRIC (Waclawczyk and Koronowicz, 2008) widely
used in computational codes to discretize the convective term of the volume of fraction (VOF)
transport equations for free surface ship hydrodynamics simulations (Böhm and Graf, 2014).
Linear schemes
Classical examples of linear schemes are:
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1
10 φ˜D
φ˜ f
Figure 2.2: Normalized Variable Diagram.
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φ˜D
φ˜ f
Figure 2.3: The Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) of the UD, CD, DD schemes.
• Upwind differencing (UD) scheme
φ˜ f = φ˜D (2.53)
• Central differencing (CD) scheme
φ˜ f =
1
2
φ˜D + 1
2
(2.54)
• Downwind differencing (DD) scheme
φ˜ f = 1 (2.55)
The NVD for these schemes is reported in Fig. 2.3.
vanLeer scheme
The vanLeer (van Leer, 1979) scheme is formulated as follows:
F
(
φ˜
)={ 2φ˜− φ˜2 for φ˜ ∈ [0,1]
φ˜ for φ˜ ∉ [0,1]
(2.56)
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Figure 2.4: The Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) of the vanLeer scheme.
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Figure 2.5: The Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) of the HYPER-C scheme.
HYPER-C scheme The HYPER-C (Leonard, 1991) scheme is formulated as:
F
(
φ˜
)=
 min
(
1, 1C f φ˜
)
for φ˜ ∈ [0,1]
φ˜ for φ˜ ∉ [0,1]
(2.57)
where C f = u f S f ∆t/V is the local value of the Courant number defined at the face S f of the
control volume. The scheme requires C f ≤ 1.
Ultimate-Quickest scheme
The Ultimate-Quickest (UQ) (Leonard, 1991) scheme is a compressive scheme in which the
HYPER-C, QUICK and UD schemes are combined giving the following formulation:
F
(
φ˜
)=
 min
(
8C f φ˜D+(1−C f )
(
6φ˜D+3
)
8 ,FHY PER−C φ˜
)
for φ˜ ∈ [0,1]
φ˜ for φ˜ ∉ [0,1]
(2.58)
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Figure 2.6: The Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) of the Ultimate-Quickest scheme.
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∇φD
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Figure 2.7: θ f definition.
CICSAM scheme
The Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbitrary Meshes (CICSAM) (Ubbink and
Issa, 1999) scheme is a high resolution scheme aimed at the accurate capturing of the fluid
interfaces on meshes of arbitrary topology based on the blending of the HYPER-C and the
Ultimate-Quickest schemes:
F
(
φ˜
)= γ fFHY PER−C (φ˜)+ (1−γ f )FUQ (φ˜) (2.59)
γ f =min
(
1+cos(2θ f )
2
,1
)
(2.60)
where θ f is the angle between the unit vector normal to the interface (represented by the
gradient vector of φ: n=∇φD /|∇φD |) and the unit vector parallel to the line between centers
of the donor D and acceptor A cells d=−−→D A/|−−→D A|.
HRIC
The High Resolution Interface Compression (HRIC) (Muzaferija and Peric´, 1999; Böhm and
Graf, 2014) scheme is a high resolution scheme aimed at the accurate capturing of the fluid
interfaces based on the blending of the compressive properties of the DD scheme with the
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Figure 2.8: The Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) of the CICSAM scheme.
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Figure 2.9: The Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) of the HRIC scheme.
stability of the UD scheme:
F1
(
φ˜
)=

2φ˜ for φ˜ ∈ [0,0.5]
1 for φ˜ ∈]0.5,1.0]
φ˜ for φ˜ ∉ [0,1]
(2.61)
F2
(
φ˜
)=

F1
(
φ˜
)
for C f < 0.3
φ˜+ (F1 (φ˜)− φ˜) 0.7−C f0.7−0.3 for 0.3≤C f ≤ 0.7
φ˜ for C f > 0.7
(2.62)
F
(
φ˜
)=F2 (φ˜)√cosθ f + φ˜(1−√cosθ f ) (2.63)
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2.2.2.2 Source term
The source term Sφ in Eq. (2.44) may be a function of the dependent variable φ, therefore it is
usually linearised (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007) before discretisation as:
Sφ
(
φ
)=φS I +SE (2.64)
where S I is the implicit part of the source term Sφ added to the matrix of φ coefficients, while
SE denotes the explicit constant part of Sφ.
2.2.3 Time discretization
Ship wave resistance simulations are characterized by long transitories but the interest is
usually in the steady state. Therefore numerical acceleration techniques have to be adopted
to reduce the computational efforts. In this study, the local Euler implicit time differencing
scheme is used exclusively to overcome this issue. The local Euler scheme is a first order
discretization scheme that automatically adjusts the time step locally. The temporal derivative
is evaluated locally using a locally computed field for the reciprocal of the time step:
δ−1r =max
(
1
∆tmax
,
∑
f U f S
2ComaxV
)
(2.65)
φn −φ0
∆t
= δ−1r
(
φn −φ0) (2.66)
2.2.4 Matrix assembly
The discretisation and linearization of the governing equations introduced in the previous
sections produce a linear algebraic equation for each control volume (i.e. Eq. (2.44)), that can
be re-formulated in a generic form as follows:
aPφ
n
P +
∑
N
aNφ
n
N = SP (2.67)
The actual form of Eq. (2.67) depends on:
• the terms present in the governing equations
• the schemes adopted to discretize the governing equation
• the geometrical shape of the cell (especially the number of the cell faces) as well as the
shape of the neighbor cells involved in the discretization schemes
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The system of linear equations can be expressed in matrix form as:
[A][φ]= [S] (2.68)
where [A] is a sparse matrix with the diagonal coefficient aP and off-diagonal coefficients aN ,
[φ] is the column vector of the dependent variable and [S] is the column vector of the source
and explicit terms. After the system of linear algebraic equation (Eq. (2.68)) is assembled, it has
to be solved using an appropriate numerical method to yeld a value for the variable φ. Several
numerical techniques are available in OpenFOAM® to solve the algebraic system Eq. (2.68),
essentially classified in two main categories: direct (i.e. Gauss elimination method) and
iterative (i.e. Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) or Generalized Geometric-Algebraic
Multi-Grid (GAMG)) methods. The reader is referred to (Ferziger and Peric´, 2002) for details
on this topic.
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In this chapter, we revise the grid generation methodologies integrated in the open source
library OpenFOAM®. A novel, flexible mesh-generation algorithm is also presented, capable of
producing high-quality computational grids for free-surface ship hydrodynamics simulations.
3.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 2, the mathematical model, represented by a system of partial
differential equations, is solved in a discrete form of the continuous computational domain,
denominated grid or mesh. The generation of a computational grid is crucial for the accuracy
of a numerical simulations. A grid generator has to be capable of generating an adequately
refined mesh aimed at accurately reproducing the flow field and capturing the relevant flow
features. In ship hydrodynamics simulations, special care has also to be taken to ensure that
the free surface region is sufficiently refined to correctly evaluate the ship wet area, which
in turn affects the boat resistance. The grid generator should also allow to inflate layers of
cells around the hull solid wall to accurately describe the boundary layer flow features and
prescribe the placement of the closest node to the wall. This requirement is very important in
order to use a wall function approach for a turbulence model with confidence, ensuring the
y+ values are within the model ideal range of work. Finally, it is not only important to have a
sufficient mesh resolution but the quality of the mesh itself should be adequately guaranteed,
i.e. the grid elements have to be valid in terms of positive volume and correct orientation of
their normals and surfaces. The mesh quality can be evaluated according to various quality
criteria of which the main ones are:
• non-orthogonality: it is defined as the angle between the face normal and the vector
from the centroid of the cell to the centroid of the adjacent cell. In Finite Volume Method,
a non-orthogonality of 70°-90° increases the solution cost and reduces the accuracy
due to the onset of numerical diffusion. A non-orthogonality over 90° is usually fatal.
Section 3.1
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Θ f o =
~d · ~S f
|~d ||~S f |
Θ f o ≤ 70
D
A
~S f
~d
Figure 3.1: Face orthogonality definition.
• skewness: it is defined as the distance between face centroid and face integration point
normalized by the vector from the centroid of the cell to the centroid of the adjacent
cell. Skewness reduces the order of face integration but without stability implications.
Section 3.1
Θ f s =
|~δ|
|~d |
Θ f s ≤ 4
D A
f
~δ
Figure 3.2: Face skewness definition.
• aspect ratio: is a measure of the stretching of a cell, defined as the ratio of longest to
shortest edge length. In many cases, this is a desirable feature because it aligns the cell
with the solution gradient. Section 3.1
Θar = max(δ1,δ2,δ3)
min(δ1,δ2,δ3)
Θar ≤ 1000
Pf
δ3
δ1
δ2
Figure 3.3: Cell aspect ratio definition.
In what follows we revise the grid generation methodologies integrated in the open source li-
brary OpenFOAM® and we introduce an innovative algorithm implemented in OpenFOAM® tar-
geted to ship hydrodynamics simulations.
3.2 Grid generation in OpenFOAM®
The Finite Volume method naturally applies to unstructured polyhedral cells discretization.
This remarkable feature gives greater flexibility for the generation of meshes around complex
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geometries, localized refinement, etc. OpenFOAM® supports unstructured mesh of cells of
any shape. At present, two grid generators are available in OpenFOAM®, blockMesh and
snappyHexMesh, used depending on the complexity of the geometry to represent (Maric´ et al.,
2014).
3.2.1 blockMesh
blockMesh is the utility usually adopted to represent a simple geometry. It is a multi-block
mesh generator that creates parametric, fully-structured hexahedral computational grids, with
grading and curved edges, reading a user-defined text configuration file (dictionary) named
blockMeshDict (OpenCFD Limited, 2012).
Figure 3.4: blockMesh grid example.
3.2.2 snappyHexMesh
The unstructured grid generator snappyHexMesh can be used when the geometry is too com-
plex to rely on a block structured grid (Jackson, 2012). snappyHexMesh is an automatic and
parallelized mesh generator that allows to create a volumetric, hexahedron-dominant, unstruc-
tured mesh obtained after refinement, projection and intersection of an hexahedral volume
grid onto a triangulated surface, provided in either STL or OBJ format. The whole grid genera-
tion process is controlled by a user-defined text configuration file named snappyHexMeshDict.
The starting grid is generally a coarse uniform hexahedral mesh, usually generated by the
blockMesh utility (Fig. 3.5b). The coarse grid is then refined iteratively up to a prescribed
refinement level close to the triangulated surface (Fig. 3.5c). Once the refinement step is
complete, the castellated octree grid is projected on the triangulated surface, capturing at
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the same time all the relevant geometric features (Fig. 3.5e). The standard final step in the
grid generation process of snappyHexMesh is the addition of prism layers close to solid walls
(Fig. 3.5f). This phase is generally critical in regions where the geometry presents corners or
feature edges, or where the surface curvature changes rapidly, making the layers irregular or
even collapse, resulting in poor mesh quality and/or poor flow-gradient resolution in wall
vicinity (Fig. 3.6). Additionally, the iterative refinement is isotropic, i.e. all control volumes are
subdivided equally in all directions at each refinement step. This feature may be adequate for
most applications but for free-surface simulations, refinement along the directions parallel to
the free-surface only is advisable to capture accurately the free-surface position when using a
VOF method.
(a) STL geometry (b) blockMesh background grid
(c) Castellated mesh (d) Castellated mesh detail
(e) Snap to surface (f) Layers addition
Figure 3.5: snappyHexMesh grid generation process.
3.3 marineSnappyHexMesh
In the following, a modified version of the snappyHexMesh utility will be described and will
be denoted by marineSnappyHexMesh hereafter. This application allows the generation of
high quality computational grids with 100% cell layers coverage on solid walls. Contrary to
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(a) Ship stern layers decimation. (b) Ship stern layers decimation.
Figure 3.6: snappyHexMesh layers decimation.
the standard approach of snappyHexMesh, the user-specified cell layer coverage is obtained
using a surface inflation approach followed by a grid-extrusion. An optional anisotropic
grid refinement in the free-surface region is available. Finally, after completion of the above
steps, a trapezoidal searchable surface is used and added to the runtime refinement selectable
geometric entities to refine the mesh further in order to capture the wave pattern generated
by the hull slicing through water.
3.3.1 Inflated triangulated surface
snappyHexMesh generates a computational grid projecting a refined-castellated grid onto a
triangulated surface representing the boundary of the computational domain. A triangulated
surface is represented in OpenFOAM® code by the C++ class triSurfaceMesh. A triSurfaceMesh
is used to:
1. Read and write a triangulated surface in STL format
2. Check, scale and transform the surface
3. Compute vertices and faces connectivity
4. Compute triangles vertices and faces normals
The aforementioned surface inflation algorithm is implemented in a new OpenFOAM® tri-
angulated surface type, hereafter called triSurfaceInflatedMesh. The triangulated surface
inflation is controlled by a set of user-defined parameters, tuned for each triSurfaceInflat-
edMesh instance, to define the first cell size, the number of cell layers, the cell layers growing
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factor and to control the surface vertex inflation directions in order to ensure a valid inflated
triangulation. Starting from a watertight triangulated surface, the inflated surface is generated
by the following tasks:
1. Orient the triangulated surface so that all the triangle face- and vertex -normals point
inside the fluid domain. In this step a cycle is started on all the triangles and for each
triangle the vertex normals are computed using:
nV =
m∑
i=1
(
n f
)
i∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ m∑
i=1
(
n f
)
i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.1)
where m is a list of triangles for which the angle formed by the face normal of the triangle
in exam and the face normals of the triangles sharing the vertex is smaller than a user
specified threshold value and n f is the triangle face normal. This step has the scope of
computing an average vertex normal separately over two or more triangles that meet
at a feature edge. At this stage a face normal and three vertex normals are coherently
defined for each triangle belonging to the triangulated surface (Fig. 3.7a).
2. Detect the hull triangulated surface edges that intersect the computational domain
bounding box (unconnected free triangulation edges). Store the collected edges in a
geometry boundary edges set. This step is necessary to identify those vertices for which
the vertex normal vector is forced to lay on the domain boundaries in order to ensure
the surface-domain intersection when inflating the triangulation.
3. Search for the triangulated surface internal edges (feature edges) looping on all the
triangulation edges. A triangulation edge is marked as a feature edge if the angle (dot
product) formed by the two face normals of the triangles sharing the edge in exam is
larger than a user specified threshold value. If the edge is a feature edge, the dot product
of one of the two triangles face normal and the vector from one triangle face centre to
the other is also computed. If the dot product is positive, the feature edge is marked
as an inward pointing feature edge (e.g. fin root edges), if negative it is marked as an
outward point feature edge (i.e. transom edges). The feature edges are finally saved in a
feature edges set.
4. Loop on all the triangles in the triangulated surface. Loop on the triangle vertices. If
a vertex belongs to a single feature edge, mark it as an inward/outward feature point,
depending on the topology of the feature edge. If the vertex belongs to multiple feature
edges, mark it as a corner vertex. If the vertex does not belong to a feature edge then
mark it as a simple internal vertex.
5. Compute the triangulated surface vertex inflation direction using the triangle- face and
vertex -normals as follows:
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a Initialize the inflation directions. For each vertex P in the triangulation, compute
an initial vertex inflation direction averaging the vertex normal of all the triangles
sharing the vertex in exam:
dP =
m∑
i=1
(nP )i∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ m∑
i=1
(nP )i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.2)
where m is the list of triangles sharing the vertex P and nP is the triangle P-vertex
normal. At this point the inflation direction vectors are univocally defined for each
triangulated surface vertex (Fig. 3.7b).
b Modify the inflation direction for those vertices belonging to a geometry boundary
edge projecting the vertices inflation direction vectors on the computational do-
main boundary intersected by the triangulation. Normalize the inflation directions
(Fig. 3.7c).
c Smooth the vertex inflation directions for those vertices that stay within a user
given smoothing distance from the computational domain boundaries computing
a linearly weighted inflation direction:
(dP )new = dB
(
1− |PB|
s
)
+dP |PB|
s
(3.3)
where B is the vertex on the triangulation edge intersecting the computational
domain boundaries (e.g. the hull profile), P is the vertex for which the inflation
direction has to be modified, dP and dB are the initial inflation directions, PB
is the distance between the two vertices and s is the user assigned smoothing
distance parameter. Normalize the vertex inflation directions (Fig. 3.7d). This step
is necessary to smooth abrupt inflation directions changes that can happen in the
region close to the computational domain boundaries due to the modifications
applied at point b.
d Smooth the vertex inflation directions for those vertices that belong to a feature
edge and stay within a user given smoothing distance from a corner vertex com-
puting a linearly weighted inflation direction using the corner inflation direction
and the distance from the corner vertex. Smooth the vertex inflation directions for
the remaining triangulation vertices that stay within a smoothing distance from a
feature vertex. Normalize the vertex inflation directions (Fig. 3.7e). The scope of
this step is to smooth the inflation directions changes for those triangles placed in
regions close to the feature edges in order to improve the definition of the inflation
directions and therefore reduce the risk of problematic self-intersection at the
triangulated surface extrusion stage.
6. Inflate the triangulated surface along the vertex inflation directions to the wanted
boundary layer thickness determined by the user assigned first cell size, number of
layers and growing factor parameters (Fig. 3.7f).
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(a) Initial vertex inflation directions (b) Recomputed vertex inflation directions on fea-
ture edges
(c) Vertex inflation directions correction at do-
main boundaries intersection
(d) Vertex inflation directions close to domain
boundaries smoothing
(e) Vertex inflation directions close to feature
edges smoothing
(f) Triangulated surface inflation (geometry clip)
Figure 3.7: Triangulated surface inflation algorithm. Current step vertex inflation directions
represented in green, previous step ones in red.
It has to be noted that since the algorithm is not protected against self intersections caused
by the surface inflation, the number of cell layers on solid walls is, at the moment, limited by
the validity of the final inflated surface that has to be checked before proceeding with the grid
generation procedure.
3.3.2 Trapezoidal refinement box
A trapezoidal searchable surface is developed and added to the runtime refinement selectable
geometric entities to refine the hull wave region minimizing at the same time the number
of cells generated. The implemented searchable surface is based on the polywind algorithm
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(Press et al., 2007), used to determine if a cell centre is contained in a parametric trape-
zoidal prism volume to mark a cell for refinement during the castellated grid generation step
(Fig. 3.5c).
Figure 3.8: Wigley hull trapezoidal refinement box.
3.3.3 Interface anisotropic grid refinement
In free-surface simulations it is common to perform an anisotropic refinement along the di-
rection parallel to the free-surface in order to better capture the interface position minimizing
at the same time the number of cells generated for this purpose. An optional anisotropic
grid refinement procedure is added to marineSnappyHexMesh using the OpenFOAM® multi-
DirRefinement mesh manipulation object (Fig. 3.9). The multiDirRefinement mesh manipula-
tion is an OpenFOAM® C++ object capable of doing multiple pass refinements on a cells set
along a given direction. The anisotropic grid refinement takes place at the end of the first stan-
dard snappyHexMesh step, namely the castellated grid generation (Fig. 3.5c). The proposed
iterative method identifies those cells that are within a user-specified refinement region and
have a refinement level contained in a user-assigned range. Subsequently these cells are split
vertically using the OpenFOAM® multiDirRefinement object and the refinement levels are
upgraded. The procedure is repeated until all the cells contained in the anisotropic refinement
region violate the refinement criteria. The advantages of this procedure are two-fold: the grid
is refined only vertically and the cells that have already a satisfactory level of refinement are
not over-refined.
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Figure 3.9: Wigley hull free surface anisotropic grid refinement.
3.3.4 Assembly the grid generator
In summary, marineSnappyHexMesh generates a computational grid by going through the
following steps (Fig. 3.10):
1. Read a triangulated surface representing the boundary of the computational domain.
2. Inflate the triangulated surface using the algorithm stated above).
3. Generate a castellated mesh that approximates the computational domain by means of
refined hexahedral cells (standard snappyHexMesh step)).
4. Refine anisotropically the castellated mesh along the vertical direction in the free surface
region (optional)).
5. Snap the castellated mesh to the given triangulated surface (standard snappyHexMesh step)).
6. Generate the specified number of cell layers extruding and projecting the surface grid
on the inflated triangulated surface).
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read triangulated surface and re-
finement boxes defined in mari-
neSnappyHexMeshDict input file
is the
surface a
triSur-
faceInflat-
edMesh?
orient surface (nor-
mals pointing inside
the fluid domain)
scale surface di-
viding by ship
maximum dimension
compute surface ver-
tices inflation vectors
scale surface mul-
tiplying by ship
maximum dimension
inflate the surface to
the wanted thickness
do a castellated mesh refining the
coarse hexahedral background grid
do
anisotropic
refine-
ment?
refine anisotropically
the cells contained
into the given regions
project castellated mesh bound-
ary faces to the inflated surface
is the
surface a
triSur-
faceInflat-
edMesh?
for each boundary vertex find sur-
face triangle to which it belongs
for each boundary vertex com-
pute a mean inflation direction
using the vertices normals of
the triangle to which it belongs
Add wanted cells layers extruding
the grid boundary faces along
the vertices inflation directions
Write mesh
yes no
yes no
yes no
Figure 3.10: marineSnappyHexMesh: grid generation procedure.
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4 Free surface flows
Ship simulations are characterized by the presence of a free-surface separating air and water.
A precise determination of the interface position is of fundamental importance since the
resulting forces acting on the boat depend on the waterline position. In this chapter we will
introduce some methods widely used to simulate free surface flows.
4.1 Introduction
The simulation of free-surface flows is still nowadays considered a complex topic which has
not a unique solution. Different numerical methods have been proposed in the last decades
usually classified in two major classes (Fig. 4.1):
• Front Tracking Methods (Rudman, 1997): these methods consider the free-surface as
a moving boundary on which suitable boundary conditions are specified (lagrangian
approach). A single-phase fluid model is then used to describe the phenomena at the
interior of the domain. These methods are generally suitable to describe rather simple
free-surface flows, even though accurately, while complex physical phenomena (i.e.
wave front breaking, sprays, .. ) cannot be simulated due to the limiting geometric
nature of the method. In these methods only one phase is usually modeled (i.e. water).
• Front Capturing Methods: in these methods both air and water are considered as a
single fluid in a domain with fixed boundaries (eulerian approach) whose properties like
density and viscosity are defined by means of an auxiliary field variable (i.e. the volume
fraction α in the Volume of Fluid Method) that allows to determine whether a specified
location is occupied by air or water. The position of the interface is retrieved by the
value of this variable and its motion is described by an additional transport equation to
be added to the Navier-Stokes equations. Dealing with a full domain and an additional
transport equation to be solved, these methods can be computationally more expensive
but at the same time they are suitable to simulate complex problems as, for example,
ship motions.
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(a) Front Tracking Methods. (b) Front Capturing Methods.
Figure 4.1: Free surface computational methods
As being ideal to describe complex physical phenomena, in this work the Front Capturing
Methods are used exclusively to simulate free-surface problems.
4.2 Front capturing methods
Two major classes of Front Capturing Methods exist in literature: the Volume of Fluid (VOF)
(Hirt and Nichols, 1981) and the Level-set (LS) (Osher and Fedkiw, 2003; Olsson and Kreiss,
2005; Olsson et al., 2007; Son and Dhir, 2007; Shu et al., 2007).
An homogeneous approach is adopted in this class of methods in which the two fluids are
considered as a single mixture; the Navier-Stokes Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are modified as follows:
∂ρ (α)
∂t
+∇· (ρ (α)U)= 0 in Ω× [0,T ] (4.1)
∂ρ (α)U
∂t
+∇· (ρ (α)UU)=∇·R(U, p)+b in Ω× [0,T ] (4.2)
where R
(
U, p
)=µ (α)(∇U+∇UT )−(p+ 23µ (α)∇·U)I is the stress tensor, the density ρ(α) and
the viscosity µ(α) switch to air or water properties with respect to the value of the localization
variable α and the body forces b are expressed by:
b= bg +bσ = ρ (α)g+σTκα∇α (4.3)
where bg is the gravitational term, and bσ represents the surface tension body force employing
the continuum surface force (CSF) model of Brackbill et al. (1992), with σT the surface tension
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coefficient and κα the local interface curvature.
4.2.1 Volume of Fluid method
In the Volume of Fluid method the localization field variable is the volume fraction α that
usually assumes the value α(x, t) = 0 if the generic cell is occupied by air, α(x, t) = 1 if it is
occupied by water, α(x, t) =m with m ∈]0,1[, if it is occupied by a mixture of air and water.
The fluid density ρ(α) and viscosity µ(α) depend on the volume fraction α(x):
ρ(α)=αρw ater + (1−α)ρai r
µ(α)=αµw ater + (1−α)µai r (4.4)
The volume fraction is evolved forward in time using a transport equation as:
∂(α)
∂t
+∇(αU)= 0 (4.5)
At the initialization the volume fraction field is defined giving the position of the water phase
with respect to the air phase, which turns in setting the initial interface position. While
evolving the volume fraction in time, boundedness (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) has to be ensured and the
interface sharpness preserved, therefore special care is taken when discretizing the scalar
transport equation. The non-stationary term in Eq. Eq. (4.5) can be discretized employing
a first order implicit Euler scheme, if the interest is in a steady state solution, or a second
order Crank-Nicolson when a time dependent accurate solution is desirable. The volume
fraction boundedness could be ensured discretizing the advective term using a first order
Upwind scheme but since it is too diffusive to preserve the interface sharpness, other strategies
have to be adopted. We circumvented the problem by using both high resolution schemes
(i.e. CICSAM and HRIC, see Section 2.2.2.1) and adding an artificial compression term in the
transport equation (Rusche, 2002). The artificial compression term is derived starting from a
two-fluids Volume of Fluid formulation where the volume fraction is expressed individually
for each phase following a two-fluids eulerian model approach (Berberovic´ et al., 2009):
∂α
∂t
+∇· (Uw aterα)= 0
∂(1−α)
∂t
+∇· [Uai r (1−α)]= 0 (4.6)
Assuming the air and water velocity contributions to the interface evolution are proportional
to the corresponding volume fraction, a homogeneous velocity can be defined as a function of
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the volume fraction in the form:
U=αUw ater + (1−α)Uai r (4.7)
Eq. (4.6) can be re-written as an equation describing the volume fraction evolution:
∂α
∂t
+∇· (Uα)+∇· [Urα(1−α)]= 0 (4.8)
where Urα(1−α) is the compression term which comes into play where 0 < α < 1 aimed at
limiting the interface smearing, Ur =Uw ater −Uai r is a relative velocity (compression velocity),
defined for each cell face as:
Ur =
∇α ·S f
|∇α|+∆xV
min
f
{
cα
|φ|
|S f |
,max
f
( |φ|
|S f |
)}
(4.9)
where φ is the face volume flux, cα is a user-defined coefficient (usually 0≤ cα ≤ 2), S f is the
cell-face area vector and ∆xV is a term inversely proportional to the cell size, defined as:
∆xV = 10
−8
V
1
3
(4.10)
used to reduce the influence of the compression term where the cells volume is small.
4.2.2 Level-set method
In the Level-set method the localization field variable is the level-set function representing the
signed distance from the interfaceΩi :
φ(x, t )=

d(x)= 0 for x ∈Ωi
−d(x) for x ∈Ω−
d(x) for x ∈Ω+
(4.11)
where d (x)= |x−xI | for all xI ∈Ωi is the euclidean distance between a point on the interface
and a point in the computational domainΩ. Beingφ (x, t ) a function representing an euclidean
distance, the following property holds at t = 0:
|∇φt0 | = 1 for x ∈Ω (4.12)
which intuitively means that moving twice as close to the interface, the signed distance is
halved. The interface is embedded as the zero level-set isosurface of the continuous level-set
function φ (x, t ):
φ (x, t0)= 0 ∀x ∈Ωi (4.13)
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evolving according to the following transport equation:
∂φ
∂t
+∇· (Uφ)= 0 (4.14)
Depending on the velocity field, the level-set function φ (x, t ) may become strongly distorted,
then the numerical integration of Eq. (4.14) could suffer from loss of accuracy and conse-
quently nothing guarantees the property in Eq. (4.12) still holds after the transport equation is
solved. A reinitialization procedure is usually introduced to remedy the problem reconstruct-
ing the level-set function so that it satisfies Eq. (4.12). Various reinitialization procedure have
been introduced in the last decades as, for example, the fast marching methods and reinitial-
ization methods based on PDE. In this study we used a classical PDE-based reinitialization
method formulated as follows:
∂φ
∂τ
+ sgn(φ0)(|∇φ|−1)= 0 (4.15)
where φ0 =φ (x,τ) |τ=0 and:
sgn
(
φ0
)= φ0√
φ20+∆x2
(4.16)
solved every nr ei ni t time steps, in order to save computational resources, for a number of
sub-iterations integrated in time using the artificial time τ. The fluid density and viscosity are
retrieved from the level-set field as follows:
ρ
(
φ
)=H (φ)ρw ater + (1−H (φ))ρai r
µ
(
φ
)=H (φ)µw ater + (1−H (φ))µai r (4.17)
where H
(
φ
)
is a smeared-out Heaviside function used to define a smooth interface to ensure
numerical stability, formulated as:
H
(
φ
)=

0 for φ (x)<−²
1
2
[
1+ φ² + 1pi sin
(
piφ
²
)]
for −²≤φ (x)≤ ²
1 for φ (x)> ²
(4.18)
where ² is a user-defined parameter that controls the bandwidth size (usually ²= 1.5∆x) of
the interface numerical smearing. It is worth noting this method allows the definition of a
sharp interface but, on the other hand, mass conservation is generally not guaranteed and the
reinitialization procedure makes the method computationally expensive.
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4.3 Validation
In what follows, the aforementioned interface capturing methods are validated and compared
against a couple of two-phase flow problems:
• Droplet deformation due to a vortex velocity field
• Rotation of a rigid Zalesak’s disk
4.3.1 Droplet deformation due to a vortex velocity field
A Droplet deformation due to a vortex velocity field (Rider and Kothe, 1998) test case is simu-
lated to compare the implemented HRIC high resolution scheme and Level-set method with
regards to the vanLeer and CICSAM high resolution schemes included in OpenFOAM®. In this
benchmark, a droplet with a 0.15 m radius is transported by a periodic velocity field defined
by the law:
ψ(x, y)= 1
pi
sin2(pix)sin2(piy)cos
(
pit
T
)
(4.19)
with a period T=6 s. The droplet is stretched until t=T/2 where it reaches the maximum
stretching. Next, the velocity field is slowly reversed and the filament is pushed back into the
initial circular shape at t=T (Fig. 4.2).
Method Droplet area[m2] Area0/% Droplet centre [m]
Level-set 0.0649 -8.2 (0.4923 0.7495)
VOF+vanLeer 0.0707 0.00 (0.5018 0.7452)
VOF+CICSAM 0.0707 0.00 (0.5013 0.7451)
VOF+HRIC 0.0707 0.00 (0.5007 0.7492)
Table 4.1: Droplet deformation. Initial area: 0.0707 m2, droplet centre position: (0.5 0.75) m.
The vanLeer and the HRIC high resolution scheme demonstrate to be capable of preserving
the mass while keeping the interface reasonably sharper than the CICSAM scheme. The
Level-set method is superior in keeping the interface sharp but yields 8% loss of total droplet
volume. The implemented Level-set method is also very sensible to the model parameters and
is computationally more expensive due to the aforementioned re-initialization procedure.
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(a) T=0.0 s (b) T=1.0 s
(c) T=2.0 s (d) T=3.0 s
Figure 4.2: Droplet deformation due to a vortex velocity field, [512 512] grid resolution.
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(e) T=4.0 s (f) T=5.0 s
(g) T=6.0 s
Figure 4.2: Droplet deformation due to a vortex velocity field, [512 512] grid resolution.
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4.3.2 Zalesak’s disk
The solid body rotation of Zalesak’s disk (Zalesak, 1979) is one of the basic test problems for
evaluating the accuracy of free surface capturing method in maintaining sharp corners. A
notched circle with radius 15 m, notch width 5 m, notch height 25 m, and centre initially
located at (x, y) = (50, 75) m, is transported by a rotating velocity field given by:
u = pi
314
(
50− y)
v = pi
314
(x−50) (4.20)
in a box domain of [0,100]x[0,100] m. Driven by this velocity field, the notched disk should
maintain its shape at all time. Tests are performed on a 500 x 500 mesh, varying the interface
capturing methods (Fig. 4.3).
Method Disk area[m2] Area0/% Disk centre [m]
Level-set 492.291 -15.79 (51.3552 75.2813)
VOF+vanLeer 584.6 0.00 (50.0980 75.5774)
VOF+CICSAM 584.6 0.00 (50.0265 75.7269)
VOF+HRIC 584.6 0.00 (49.9779 75.6965)
Table 4.2: Zalesak’s disk. Initial area: 584.6 m2, disk centre position: (49.9868 75.5249) m.
Once again the vanLeer, the HRIC and the Level-set demonstrate to be superior in keeping
the interface sharp with regards to the CICSAM scheme. It is also interesting to note that the
Level-set solution has lost the 15.79% of its total volume while all the other methods were able
to preserve the mass.
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(a) T=0 s (b) T=156 s
(c) T=312 s (d) T=468 s
Figure 4.3: Zalesak disk, [500 500] grid resolution.
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(e) T=628 s
Figure 4.3: Zalesak’s disk, [500 500] grid resolution.
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5 Test cases
The grid generator introduced in Chapter 3 and the numerical libraries implemented in
OpenFOAM® are validated simulating the Gothenburg 2010 Workshop on Numerical Ship
Hydrodynamics (Larsson et al., 2010) cases 1.1a and 3.1b. The numerical results obtained
for the two cases are presented in the following sections and compared to the experimental
measures.
5.1 KVLCC2 - Validation of turbulence model
The flow around the KVLCC2 bare hull (Fig. 5.1) with Reynolds number of Re = 4.6×106 is
simulated under double-body flow assumptions (Lee et al., 2003). The considered Reynolds
number is defined as:
Re = U Lwl
ν
(5.1)
where U denotes the the hull speed, Lwl the length of a vessel along the waterline and ν the
fluid kinematic viscosity. The conditions of computation are shown in Table 5.1.
Lwl [m] Draft [m] Scale factor [-] Speed [m/s] Reynolds number
2.7586 0.1793 116 25 4.6×106
Table 5.1: KVLCC2 model scale hull data and conditions.
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Figure 5.1: KVLCC2 hull 3D render.
5.1.1 Numerical methods and simulations setup
The wake field is computed using the steady state solver for incompressible fluids simpleFoam in-
cluded in OpenFOAM®. simpleFoam solves the following set of governing equations:
∇·U= 0 inΩ
∇· (UU)=−∇pk +∇·R inΩ
U ·∇ω=∇· [(ν+νtσω)∇ω]+Pω−Dω inΩ
U ·∇k =∇· [(ν+νtσk )∇k]+Pk −Dk inΩ
(5.2)
when employing, i.e., the Wilcox k−ω turbulence model, where U is the velocity field, pk = p/ρ
is the kinematic pressure, R is the viscous stress term, ν the kinematic viscosity, νt the tur-
bulent kinematic viscosity, Pω and Pk represent the production terms for k and ω, σω and
σk are turbulence model constants, Dω and Dk are the dissipation terms for k and ω. The
OpenFOAM® cellLimited Gauss linear scheme is used to compute the gradients, while the
convective terms are discretized using the second order upwind scheme linearUpwind. Turbu-
lence is modelled using the Menter k−ωSST, Wilcox k−ω1988 and Wilcox k−ω1998 turbu-
lence models. Two mixed hexahedral-polyhedral computational grids with 3.3 million and 5.3
millions of cells are generated using marineSnappyHexMesh to check the solution grid inde-
pendence. The grids are generated for y+ = 40 in order to use the wall function approach to
set the boundary conditions for the turbulence models (Fig. 5.2). Due to geometry symmetry,
only half domain is simulated with symmetry conditions.
5.1.2 Results
The flow of the model scale KVLCC2 is characterized by the development of a longitudinal,
slowly increasing, intense stern bilge vortex. The experimental measures (Lee et al., 2003) show
the existence of a secondary counter-rotating vortex, close to the symmetry plane. These two
vortices are identified by the limiting streamlines in Fig. 5.3. The interaction of these vortices
creates a strong distortion of the velocity field and it leads to the characteristic hook-shape of
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(a) Bow. (b) Bow section at x/L = 0.019 plane.
(c) Stern. (d) Stern section at x = 0.965 plane.
Figure 5.2: KVLCC2, computational mesh details.
the velocity contours at the propeller plane x/L = 0.9825. A comparison of the dimensionless
axial velocity field between the CFD results obtained for the considered turbulence models
and the experimental PIV measures is shown in Figs. 5.4 to 5.6. The numerical results are
in excellent agreement with the experimental measures for the case simulated using the
implemented Wilcox k−ω1998 turbulence model for which the characteristic hook-shape of
the velocity contours at x/L = 0.9825 plane is well captured (Kim and Rhee, 2002).
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Figure 5.3: KVLCC2 stern limiting streamlines in black, axial velocity iso-contours in rainbow
coloring.
(a) Experimental measures. (b) Menter k−ωSST.
(c) Wilcox k−ω1988. (d) Wilcox k−ω1998.
Figure 5.4: KVLCC2, dimensionless axial velocity field (Ux/U∞) at x/L = 0.85.
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(a) Experimental measures. (b) Menter k−ωSST.
(c) Wilcox k−ω1988. (d) Wilcox k−ω1998.
Figure 5.5: KVLCC2, dimensionless axial velocity field (Ux/U∞) at x/L = 0.9825.
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(a) Experimental measures. (b) Menter k−ωSST.
(c) Wilcox k−ω1988. (d) Wilcox k−ω1998.
Figure 5.6: KVLCC2, dimensionless turbulent kinetic energy field (k/U2∞) at x/L = 0.9825.
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5.2 DTMB 5512 - Free surface simulation
The DTMB 5512 hull model (Fig. 5.7) with the Froude number of 0.28 is simulated in calm
water under fixed sink and trim conditions. The conditions of computation are shown in
Table 5.2.
5.2.1 Numerical methods and simulations setup
The free surface simulations in calm water, fixed trim and sink conditions are carried out
by means of the OpenFOAM® solver LTSInterFoam, where the flow is considered to be
incompressible and isothermal. Water and air are assumed to be immiscible. The fluid-fluid
interface is simulated using a volume of fluid approach (see Chapter 4). LTSInterFoam solves
the following set of governing equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇·U= 0 inΩ× [0,T ]
∂
(
ρ (α)U
)
∂t
+∇· (ρ (α)UU)=−∇p∗+∇·R+bg +bσ inΩ× [0,T ]
∂α
∂t
+∇· (Uα)+∇· [Urα (1−α)]= 0 inΩ× [0,T ]
∂ω
∂t
+U ·∇ω=∇·
[(
µ+µtσω
ρ (α)
)
∇ω
]
+Pω−Dω inΩ× [0,T ]
∂k
∂t
+U ·∇k =∇·
[(
µ+µtσk
ρ (α)
)
∇k
]
+Pk −Dk inΩ× [0,T ]
(5.3)
when using, i.e., the Wilcox k−ω turbulence model, where U is the velocity field, p∗ = p−ρg ·x
is the pressure from which the hydrostatic contribution is removed, g is the gravitational
acceleration vector and x is the Cartesian coordinates vector, bg = gρ (α) is the gravitational
term, bσ =σTκα∇α represents the surface tension body force, where σT is the surface tension
coefficient and κα is the mean curvature of the free surface, R is the viscous stress term, µ the
dynamic viscosity, µt the turbulent dynamic viscosity, Pω and Pk represent the production
terms for k and ω, σω and σk are turbulence model constants, Dω and Dk are the dissipation
terms for k and ω. In this work it is assumed σT = 0 considering the effects of the surface
tension negligible (W e1 = 9.8×104). The simulations are carried out using different interpo-
lation schemes. In details, the linearUpwind second order scheme is applied to discretize
the convection terms; the standard vanLeer and the implemented HRIC schemes are used
to solve the volume fraction equation; the diffusion term is discretized by a second-order
central difference scheme. The solution is marched forward in time using a local Euler nu-
merical scheme in order to accelerate the solution toward the steady state condition. The
PISO algorithm is employed for pressure-velocity coupling applying one prediction and two
correction steps (Ferziger and Peric´, 2002). The Menter k−ωSST and Wilcox k−ω1998 models
1W e = ρU
2Lwl
σT
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Lwl [m] Draft [m] Scale factor [-] Speed [m/s] Fn Reynolds number
3.048 0.132 46.59 1.53 0.28 5.13×106
Table 5.2: DTMB 5512 model scale hull data and conditions.
Figure 5.7: DTMB 5512 hull 3D render.
are used as turbulence closures. Two computational grids composed of 3.7×106 and 7.7×106
polyhedral cells are generated using marineSnappyHexMesh. The near-wall cell thickness is
approximately y+ = 40 with an anisotropic refinement around the expected position of the
free-surface (Fig. 5.8). The region of the expected wave pattern is also isotropically refined
employing the implemented trapezoidal searchable surface. Due to geometry symmetry, only
half of the domain is simulated.
5.2.2 Numerical schemes solution sensitivity
In this section we present a comparison between the simulations results obtained varying
the scheme used to discretize the convective term of the volume fraction transport equation
and the turbulence models with regards to the experimental measures given in (Larsson et al.,
2010; Longo et al., 2007). The total resistance coefficient computed by different methods and
on different meshes using the equation:
CT =
2
(
Fpx +Fv x
)
ρ (α)U 2∞S
(5.4)
is compared in Table 5.3. In Eq. (5.4), Fpx and Fv x are the pressure and the viscous forces
including the effects of air, S is the hull wetted surface area, U∞ is the hull speed and ρ is
the fluid density. The comparison shows the HRIC scheme behaves better than the van-
Leer scheme usually employed in OpenFOAM® for free surface simulations. The Menter
k−ωSST turbulence model is, in this case, to be preferred to the Wilcox k−ω1998.
The numerical results for the fine grid are also compared to the experimental measures for the
wave pattern in Fig. 5.9 and the dimensionless axial velocity at x/L = 0.935 in Fig. 5.10. The
wave pattern numerical results are in an excellent agreement with the experimental measures.
The comparison of the dimensionless axial velocity field shows that both the turbulence
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(a) Trapezoidal refinement box.
(b) Sonar dome.
(c) Bow profile at waterplane intersection. (d) Sonar dome section at x = 0.079 plane.
Figure 5.8: DTMB 5512, computational mesh details.
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Method Grid CT (×103) (CT )exp /%
vanLeer+Menter k−ωSST Coarse 4.373 -5.079
Fine 4.725 2.561
HRIC+Wilcox k−ω1998 Coarse 4.387 -4.765
Fine 4.410 -4.277
HRIC+Menter k−ωSST Coarse 4.558 -1.065
Fine 4.596 -0.246
Table 5.3: Grid independence study, experimentally measured CT = 4.607×10−3.
Figure 5.9: DTMB 5512, 7.7 millions of elements grid, Menter k−ωSST+HRIC (top) vs. experi-
mental measures (bottom).
models are capable to predict the global features of the boundary layer.
The comparison of the computational time (Table 5.4) and the resistance force history (Fig. 5.11)
show the HRIC scheme improves the solution stability and reduces the computational efforts
needed to reach a stable solution.
5.2.3 Standard OpenFOAM® vs custom library
The simulation results computed using the implemented tools for the coarse grid are finally
compared to a numerical simulation realized using the standard OpenFOAM® algorithms
for a grid of a comparable size (4.2×106 cells) generated employing snappyHexMesh with the
same refinement regions layout. The two CFD simulations are compared to the experimental
measures for a set of wave cuts in Fig. 5.12.
The developed methods are capable of capturing the main features of the wave pattern. The
bow wave crest as well as the forebody shoulder and the stern crest positions and amplitudes
are in a excellent agreement with the experimental measures. The wave profile along the hull
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(a) Experimental measures. (b) Menter k−ωSST.
(c) Wilcox k−ω1998.
Figure 5.10: DTMB 5512, dimensionless axial velocity field (Ux/U∞) at x/L = 0.935.
body at c is especially matching the experimental measures allowing a correct evaluation of
the hull wet area and therefore the resistance coefficient (see Eq. (5.4)). The standard method
is, at least in this case, less accurate: the wave crests are captured but they are out of phase
and the amplitude is generally overestimated.
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Method Grid Iterations Elapsed time [h]
vanLeer+Menter k−ωSST Coarse 23000 50.28
Fine 26000 133.69
HRIC+Wilcox k−ω1998 Coarse 7900 18.22
Fine 8000 38.61
HRIC+Menter k−ωSST Coarse 8000 18.42
Fine 8100 39.17
Table 5.4: Convergence details. Domains decomposed in 12 parts. Simulations run on a dual
Xeon E5-2630 2.30 GHz.
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(a) Resistance force history. Coarse grid.
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(b) Resistance force history. Fine grid.
Figure 5.11: DTMB 5512, resistance force history.
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(a) Wave cut y/L = 0.082.
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(b) Wave cut y/L = 0.1722.
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(c) Wave cut y/L = 0.301.
Figure 5.12: DTMB 5512, wave elevation along three longitudinal cuts.
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6.1 Conclusions
The present work has been initiated to validate the Open Source Computational Fluid Dy-
namics codes against the simulation of typical ship hydrodynamics problems. To this end we
decided to adopt OpenFOAM® since it is nowadays the most popular Open Source CFD code,
widely used from both commercial and academic organizations.
Our attention was first focused on the grid generation aspect, since we firmly believe an opti-
mal computational mesh is fundamental to get reliable results from a numerical simulation.
snappyHexMesh, the grid generator included in OpenFOAM®, successfully demonstrated sev-
eral advanced capabilities, i.e. the surface handling is robust (the input triangulated surface
can be not-watertight), the definition of mesh refinement level is very flexible and it is possible
to run the grid generation process in parallel. On the contrary, snappyHexMesh was found
unable to handle the generation of wall cell layers with a prescribed first cell size covering
the whole hull body and it doesn’t allow to refine the grid only along the directions parallel to
the free-surface. The first requirement is noticeably important in order to use a wall function
approach for a turbulence model with confidence because the y+ values have to be within
the model ideal range of work. The second one is usually a desirable feature that allows to
capture accurately the free-surface position, minimizing at the same time the number of cells
generated for this purpose. To solve these problems, we developed a new grid generator in the
OpenFOAM® framework named marineSnappyHexMesh. In marineSnappyHexMesh we im-
plemented a novel algorithm based on the inflation of the hull triangulated surface to generate
high quality computational grids with 100% cell layers coverage on solid walls with a prescribed
first cell size. Besides we added the capability of refining anisotropically a domain region and
a new callable trapezoidal refinement box that come handy to capture accurately the free-
surface interface. marineSnappyHexMesh was then tested generating computational domains
for a selected case of geometries, specifically NACA profiles, wigley hull, KCS container ship,
KVLCC2 tanker ship and the DTMB 5512 US navy combatant. marineSnappyHexMesh demon-
strated to be a reliable tool to generate computational domains with mainly two drawbacks:
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the input geometry has to be a watertight triangulated geometry and the inflation algorithm is
not protected against self intersections caused by the surface inflation, therefore the number
of cell layers on solid walls is, at the moment, limited by the validity of the final inflated surface
that has to be checked before proceeding with the grid generation procedure.
Different k−ω turbulence models have been implemented and validated. A Wilcox k−ω1998 tur-
bulence model was added to the OpenFOAM® library and it was compared to the Wilcox
k−ω1988 and the Menter k−ωSST simulating the KVLCC2 tanker ship under double-body
flow assumption. The numerical results, when compared to the experimental measures,
showed a very good agreement, especially for the implemented Wilcox k−ω1998 that was
able to capture all the fundamental aspects of the axial velocity flow pattern.
Once completed the turbulence model validation, we turned our attention to the free-surface
numerical methods. After a front-capturing methodology review, we decided to validate the
Volume of Fluid method implemented in OpenFOAM® and a Level-set method we added to
the library against two literature benchmark cases. Standing to the numerical results compari-
son, the Volume of Fluid simulations run with the HRIC numerical scheme we implemented
resulted to be the most accurate solution in terms of mass preservation and interface defini-
tion; therefore we decided to adopt this configuration as our default setup for the following
free-surface simulations.
Finally we further validated the proposed library for a ship resistance with free-surface prob-
lem simulating the DTMB 5512 US navy combatant in calm water under fixed sink and trim
conditions. We run a set of simulations varying the turbulence models and the numerical
schemes for the Volume of Fluid method, using a computational domain generated by means
of marineSnappyHexMesh. We then compared our results against experimental measures and
numerical results obtained using the standard OpenFOAM® numerical methods and a com-
putational domain generated by snappyHexMesh. Looking at the results of the comparison,
the HRIC scheme and the new grid generator led to remarkable benefits in terms of solution
accuracy and computational efforts needed to reach a convergent solution. In this case, the
standard Menter k−ωSST turbulence model performed better than the implemented Wilcox
k−ω1998, meaning that the turbulence modeling is still today an open problem.
6.2 Recommendations
From the problems encountered and the knowledge gained during this research activity, the
following recommendations are made for further discussion on the applicability of Open
Source CFD software to solve ship hydrodynamics problems:
• an optimal computational domain is the first requisite necessary to get accurate and
stable numerical simulations. When using a wall-function approach to model near-wall
turbulence, a grid generator should be capable of generating cell layers at solid wall
boundaries with a controlled thickness. Moreover the grid generator should allow the
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definition of an anisotropic refinement for free-surface problems to capture accurately
the interface without wasting computational resources due to an isotropic refinement.
• the use of ad-hoc developed high resolution schemes to discretize the convective term
of the volume fraction equations has a positive influence in keeping the interface sharp
and estimating the hull wet surface area (therefore the hull resistance!). The HRIC
scheme demonstrates to outperform the vanLeer and the CICSAM schemes in the
cases examinated in this study. We firmly suggest the reader to try this model for ship
free-surface simulations when using a Volume of Fluid methodology.
• the modeling of the turbulence is still today an open problem. A universal turbulence
model doesn’t exist yet because of many open questions on turbulence knowledge but
when successfully modeled the quality of numerical simulations is greatly increased.
Given the complexity of the topic, the validation of turbulence models is still a field for
future research.
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drodynamic study aimed to ROV-Innovator navigation parameters identifi-
cation.
2008 January→2008 September Consultant for Crest - (Trieste, Italy). CFD
wave resistance computation for a 38.64 m yacht by means of BEM code.
Company web site designer and administrator. WRF model responsible.
2007 September→2007 December Consultant forCrest - (Trieste, Italy). WRF
model tuning on Friuli Venezia Giulia domain.
2006 September→2006 December Consultant for STEMMA - (Trieste, Ita-
ly). Development of an automatic procedure aimed to weather forecasts based
on WRF model.
Courses taken 13-settembre-2012 → 14-settembre-2012 E4 Computer Engineering
Bologna, Italy
E4 HPC Workshop
11-jun-2012 → 15-jun-2012 CINECA
Casalecchio di Reno, Italy
Summer school of scientific visualization
21-nov-2011 → 23-nov-2011 CINECA
Casalecchio di Reno, Italy
C++ and OOP Introduction
04-sep-2011 → 10-sep-2011 UIT
Certosa di Pontignano, Italy
Thermofluidynamics of turbulent flows
13-jun-2011 → 16-jun-2011 Penn State University
State College, Pennsylvania, USA
6th OpenFOAM Workshop
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17-may-2011 → 18-may-2011 University of Trieste
Trieste, Italy
Di Mascio (INSEAN) seminar on CFD methods for Ship Hydrodynamics
07-apr-2011 EngineSoft
Bergamo, Italy
ICEM Training
12-jan-2009 → 16-jan-2009 von KARMAN INSTITUTE
Bruxelles, Belgium
Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics
03-nov-2008 → 14-nov-2008 ICTP
Trieste, Italy
Advanced School in High Performance and Grid Computing
09-jun-2008 → 11-jun-2008 Politecnico di Milano
Milan, Italy
3rd OpenFOAM Workshop
31-jan-2008 → 01-feb-2008 Esteco
Trieste, Italy
modeFrontier University Program Course
05-nov-2007 → 10-nov-2007 Flowtech
Gothenburg, Sweeden
Shipflow 4.0 Training Course and Users’ Meeting
26-feb-2007 → 28-feb-2007 Friendship Systems
Potsdam, Germany
Friendship Modeler and Framework Training Course
08-oct-2006 → 19-oct-2006 Flowtech
Gothenburg, Sweeden
Shipflow 3.4 Training Course
Publications N. Del Puppo (2014). High resolution ship hydrodynamics simulations in open
source environment. Journal of Marine Science and Application, Volume 13, Issue
4, 377-387
G. Lupieri, N. Del Puppo N, M. Morgut, G. Contento, E. Nobile, H. Genuzio, G.
Lavini (2012). OpenSHIP Project - Numerical predictions of ship and propeller
hydrodynamics by opensource CFD: results from preliminary benchmark tests.
Proceedings from NAV2012 International Conference on Ships and Shipping Re-
search & Advancing Composite 2012 Symposium, 97-98, Editors: Mario Maestro,
Ignazio Crivelli Visconti, Gianfranco Damilano, 2012. ISBN 978-88-904394-2-1
N. Del Puppo, G. Contento (2011). A parametric representation of fair hull shapes
by means of splines in tension. IMAM 2011 International Conference Proceedings,
"Sustainable Maritime Transportation and Exploitation of Sea Resources", Volume
1, 449-459, CRC Press, 2011. ISBN 978-0-415-62082-6.
N. Del Puppo N, G. Contento, G. Lavini, H. D. Genuzio (2009). An improved bulb
parametric optimization procedure. NAV 2009 International Conference Procee-
dings, Volume 1, HY6, Messina, Italy, 25th-27th November 2009.
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G. Capozzi, N. Del Puppo N, G. Contento (2009). A fin/bulb/wiglet CFD investi-
gation with OpenFOAM. NAV2009 International Conference Proceedings, Volume
1, HY3, Messina, Italy, 25th-27th November 2009.
N. Del Puppo, G. Contento (2009). Automatic Bulb Parametric Optimization,
ICTS 09 Conference, Portoroz, Slovenia, 4th-5th June 2009.
Contento G, Nobile E, Del Puppo N, Morgut M. (2010) Sviluppo di metodolo-
gie avanzate di fluidodinamica computazionale per la previsione di resistenza e di
potenza. Technical Report. CONSORZIO PER L’ALTA RICERCA RINAVE, II
Atto Integrativo all’accordo di Programma Quadro del 30 giugno 2004 tra il Mini-
stero dell’Economia e delle Finanze, il Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Universitá e
della Ricerca e la Regione Autonoma Friuli Venezia Giulia.
Thesis assistant
supervisor
Indagine idrodinamica computazionale sulle prestazioni di due carene di singolo
da canottaggio. Giulia DELLA ZONCA. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant
supervisor: Ing. Norman Del Puppo. A.A. 2006-07.
Indagine parametrica della resistenza al moto di una carena di catamarano a vela
mediante tecniche CFD. Alberto TOMADA. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assi-
stant supervisor: Ing. Norman Del Puppo e Ing. Maurizio Cossutti. A.A. 2006-07.
Studio computazionale della resistenza d’onda di una carena di motoryacht dislo-
cante. Irene ZANIN. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant supervisor: Ing. Nor-
man Del Puppo e Ing. Paolo Cerisola. A.A. 2006-07.
Calcolo della resistenza d’onda tramite simulazioni CFD per le navi passeggeri.
Simone PEROSSA. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant supervisor: Ing. Nor-
man Del Puppo. A.A. 2008-09.
Sviluppo di procedure di ottimizzazione dei modelli di moto ondoso per l’hindcasting
ad alta risoluzione nel Mare Mediterraneo. Luca CEOLIN. Supervisor: Giorgio
Contento; Assistant supervisor: Ing. Norman Del Puppo; Dott. Guido Lupieri.
A.A. 2008-09.
Simulazioni di resistenza d’onda di una carena transpac 52i. Sveva CARRARO.
Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant supervisor: Ing. Norman Del Puppo. A.A.
2008-09.
Analisi fluidodinamica di appendici con codice viscoso Open Source. Giulia CA-
POZZI. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant supervisor: Ing. Norman Del Pup-
po. A.A. 2008-09.
Analisi delle prestazioni in mare calmo di un M/Y da 45 metri. Michele CRAGNO-
LIN. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant supervisor: Ing. Norman Del Puppo.
A.A. 2009-10.
Simulazione numerica del flusso laminare su lastra piana tramite software OpenFOAM R©
. Thomas PUZZER. Supervisor: Giorgio Contento; Assistant supervisor: Dr Guido
Lupieri, Ing. Norman Del Puppo. A.A. 2011-12.
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Computer skills Operating systems Advanced experience with the most flavors of Linux, Ubun-
tu, OpenSUSE. Experienced with Microsoft Windows and to Mac OS.
Servers and databases git, subversion.
CMF, CMS and CMS-like systems Joomla.
Programming, scripting and markup languages C++, Python, Bash, HT-
ML, CSS, jQuery (daily). Qt libraries (often). Fortran, LATEX2ε(rarely).
Software packages OpenFOAM R© , ParaView, Blender, Ansys ICEM, mode-
Frontier, Shipflow, Friendship Framework, Friendship Modeler, Rhinoceros,
WRF-ARW,Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Power Point, OpenOf-
fice
Language skills My mother tongue is Italian, but almost everything I write is in English both in
connection to computers in general and in scientific work. Italian: Native tongue.
English: Fluent. Spanish: Basic level.
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